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Introduction
All the abstracts are accepted in extended format. In addition to extended abstract submission, we have to
inform that within the scientific themes of the Conference selected papers will be published in pre-rewieved scientific journals. Additional information about these journals will be given soon. The deadline
for extended abstract submission is 15 March 2018. The extended abstracts will be reviewed by the
Scientific Committee of the Understanding the Problems of Inland Waters: Case Study for
the Caspian Basin (UPCB) and collected in a volume which will be made available after the
Conference in electronic format.
Materials and methods
Please use this template to prepare your extended abstract by substituting this text on your own. Please
carefully follow the directions provided as follows:
- First paragraphs of each chapter should not be indented;
- Extended abstracts must not exceed 1,500 printed words (including references, titles, authors’ names
and affiliations, and keywords) and they can contain a maximum of two figures and one table;
- All submissions should be prepared using A4 page format (21 x 29.7 cm). A4 page format is a standard
option on all versions of Microsoft Word, as well as most other document preparation programs. Please
prepare your extended abstract as Word files (.doc or .docx) on an A4 page format and allow 3 cm
margins on each side;
- Use an 11 point Calibri font;
Research
type
article
should
be
prepared
according
to
IMRAD
structure
(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IMRAD). In this case, please make sure to present your results and discussions
separately;
- Beside research articles, other article types may include case report, case series and/or meta-analyses. In
these cases IMRAD structure is not mandatory.
Results
Manuscripts should conform to standard rules of English grammar and style. Either British or American
spelling may be used, but consistently throughout the article. Try to keep your article as concise as
possible. Authors who use English as a foreign language are strongly recommended to have their
manuscript proofread by a native English−speaker since no language-editing service will be provided by
the Conference organization. The name and year system should be applied to the references, e.g., Smith &
Jones (1993) or (Smith & Jones, 1993), and for more than two authors, Smith et al. (1982). Papers which
are unpublished or in press should be cited only if formally accepted for publication.
References will follow the styles as given in the reference section of this template, i.e., journals are
NOT abbreviated, only volume numbers (not issues) are given, only normal fonts are used, no bold or
italic.

Discussion
Authors are urged to comply with the rules of biological nomenclature, as expressed in the International
Code of Zoological Nomenclature, the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature, and the
International Code of Nomenclature of Bacteria. When a
species name is used for the first time in an article, it should be
stated in full. Genus and species name must be written in
italics.
Please, embed figures and tables in your text and position
them where you think they have to be placed according to the
example provided. Please do not forget to insert a caption
below each figure and table. If you are not familiar with
Word’s handling of pictures, we offer some tips: the “format
picture” dialog is the key to controlling position of pictures and
the flow of text around them. You access these controls by
selecting your picture, then choosing “Picture…” from the
“Format” menu. To correctly place the caption under your
Fig. 1. Please, don’t forget to insert a figure you can eventually insert a table containing one column
caption! Use a 9 point Calibri font and two rows in your text. Then paste the figure in the first row
for captions
and place the caption in the second row. A better result is
generally obtained if you paste your figure as
an “enhanced metafile.” You can use color Variable
Lake 1
Lake 2
-1
15.4
7.8
figures but they should be kept readable when Biomass [mg L ]
Density [cell L-1]
6.52 x 106
1.5 x 106
printed in black and white.
P-PO4 [µg L-1]
7.2
4.1
5102760
pH
6.8
7.5
Temperature [°C]
21.7
18.2
Table 1. Also in this case, please insert a caption
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